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All information in this brochure is based on information available at the time of printing. Wayne Farms reserves the 
right to make changes at any time. Please contact your sales representative for the most up-to-date information.

Scan to learn more 
about sous vide!

Sous Vide Chicken Breast Fillets

To place a product order, please contact your 
Wayne Farms Sales Manager, or call 800-392-0844.
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www.waynefarms.com • www.chefscraftgourmet.com

Uniform Servings
Fillets are consistently sized for 
portion control, reducing waste 
and ensuring even cook times.

Back-of-House Benefits
Fully cooked state allows for open and 
serve or heat and serve convenience 
reducing risk and saving labor. Hold in 
a hot water bath or steamer for quick 
and easy serving.

Superior Taste
The sous vide cooking 
method in a savory broth 
ensures a juicy and tender 
fillet every time.

Offering choices as varied as your customers, Wayne Farms® provides a sous vide option to reflect the values and 
needs of different consumer segments. We start by marinating the fillets and vacuum sealing them in a pouch to 
enhance moisture retention, then we fully cook the fillets so you’re left with an easy, ready-to-go product. Simply 
reheat the fillets and use as a center-of-plate protein for formal settings or in a sandwich application for fast casual 
dining. Crunched on time? Slice the fillet from a thawed state and add to any cold wrap or salad for a healthy, 
on-the-go meal option. No matter the operation or dish, there are no limits to this product.

READY-TO-SERVE GRILL MARKED CHICKEN BREAST FILLETS

   Portion Net Case Case Piece
Code GTIN Description Size Weight Lb. Pack Count

CHEF’S CRAFT® GOURMET CHICKEN
23618 10038483236187 FC FROZEN SEASONED AND GRILL MARKED 6 oz. 9 lb 8 x 3 24
  CHICKEN BREAST FILLETS
24957 10038483249576 FC FROZEN INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED GRILL MARKED 4 oz. 6 lb — 24
  CHICKEN BREAST FILLETS (NAE - VEG FED)

WAYNE FARMS® CHICKEN 
24357 10038483243574 FC FROZEN SEASONED AND GRILL MARKED 4 oz. 9 lb 12 x 3 36
  FLATTENED CHICKEN BREAST FILLETS


